
THE MAGIC OF THINKING RICH DAY- 10 SUMMARY (ENGLISH)

Achieve your Dreams 100%

The Magic of Thinking Rich Season-4 Day-10 by Coach BSR starts with the testimonial
videos, BSR Sir’s achievements, and all information on page
https://www.askbsr.com/live in detail.

YouTube live link, Free Webinars, Morning Meditation link, Become a Volunteer,
Contribute and Donate, Summary, Free courses & Gifts, Contests and winners,
Testimonial videos, Mission, Social Media Handles etc.

visit Page https://www.askbsr.com/live for all the above information and stay up
to date.

BSR addresses all with a few powerful and emotional words related to the workshop
and the positive transformation that people might be experiencing through this
workshop.

Powerful round of Celebration with the energetic Signature Move “Shake your body
and say YES”

https://www.askbsr.com/live
https://www.askbsr.com/live


BSR Sir describes his real life experiences of the magic of the Law Of Attraction(LOA)
while he was watching the movie Secret and experiencing magic continuously. Focusing
on health, wealth and anything the results came.LOA says Energy flows, where
Focus goes.

Sir explains how the thought process of a kid works. Example of Mary Com: She was
not clear in childhood about her future career. Similarly a 5 yrs old kid when asked
about his future career he is not clear at that moment of time. His thoughts will decide
what he will be tomorrow. We can not do much other than facilitating a good
environment.

BSR Sir also shares a story of his friend Kharanshu and the thought process that
influenced him to become a dentist. Whereas staying in the same family, his younger
brothers, influenced by something else, chose a different profession. The environment
was the same but achieved different results as per their individual thought processes.

Sir explains what it requires to be the Champion. There is only one difference between
a Champion and an ordinary person only 1 % difference. To be a champion improve
everyday by minimum  0.01% 0.5% or 0.1 % consistently,

BSR Sir once again emphasizes on the importance of KASSH.



Story of two boys Rahul and Yogesh on book reading:
Sir explains how the Subconscious Mind can be programmed if one decides to achieve
the goal with this story. The situation being the same Rahul and Yogesh programming
their SCM. Rahul starts reading a book before sleeping, after completing 2 pages his
SCM diverts him to waste time in social media, then after he starts feeling sleepy to
conclude that book reading causes sleepiness and he sleeps. The programming that is
set in his SCM is that “Reading books is not at all possible, it makes feel drowsy”

On the contrary, Yogesh developed good habits of reading a book by creating a good
environment. He programs his SCM by placing the right order to the Universe. After 2
hours of book reading, when he feels sleepy, he gets indulged in self-talk, he stops his
SCM and rejects any such excuses that allow him to deviate from book reading. While
feeling sleepy again, he prepares tea, washes his face but continues to read anyhow till
he starts enjoying the activity of book reading. Now his SCM gets aligned with the
Conscious Mind and everything seems very interesting. He enjoys the content.
Comparison between Rahul and Yogesh. Our CM acted as the Parent that controlled
the SCM (kid) , resulting in Yogesh completing 70-80 pages the next day, while Rahul
just 2 pages. Yogesh finishes reading 1 book in 4-5 days finishes reading 1 book and in
1 yr 50 books, Rahul is in the same position. After 2-3 years Yogesh read 500-600
books, audios, courses, as his CM is aligned with SCM which was lazy at the beginning.
Growth related activities are mostly boring so initially he trained his SCM for 3-4 days,
forcefully programmed to feel the rest of the process interesting forever.

Important Announcement is made by BSR Sir regarding free webinar, morning
meditation, exercise, asks to keep this page handy always
https://www.askbsr.com/live

Sir also shares about the next season of The Magic Of Thinking Rich that will be after
4-5 months from now and the topics will not be the same instead of a next level skill.

Sir conveys a powerful message with this free workshop and that is to make small
experiences meaningful.

BSR Sir moves to today’s topic that is in continuation to the Goal writing technique that
was shared on Day 9 (yesterday)

As there are around 60000 thoughts that come in our mind every single day, it is
important to attract what is actually required in life.Yesterday goal writing formula was

https://www.askbsr.com/live


shared in a specific manner and next Sir shares the exact procedure to follow while
writing a specific Goal so that the Universe grants everything asked saying “Tathastu”s

Powerful Goal Writing Techniques that attracts the Subconscious Mind:
BSR Sir describes each step with supporting scientific reasons

● Goals should be written with a red ink pen on preferably Yellow paper
YELLOW color is the color of Happiness and Prosperity while RED
denotes Power.

● Universe has the most powerful shape that is OVAL. Examples of Oval
shapes that have the highest power to generate life from inside (Andar ki
Power). Example: Egg, Womb, etc.Write your Goal inside an oval shape
using a red ink pen.

● Then draw arrows pointing on the surface of Oval.
● Write one goal on one paper.
● To attract the SCM, Include any spiritual symbol, pictures of any kind

spiritual or family.
● Can use perfume of choice.
● Make 3 copies of 1 single Goal in separate sheets.

1) 1st copy in bedroom at a place where your attention goes easily.

2) 2nd in Pooja Room(can be visible or kept folded)

3) Burn the 3rd copy to ashes,then mix it with water, pour it into the soil.
This is done to give the five elements combined energy to your Goal as
the Universe comprises the 5 basic elements Fire, Water, Air, Earth,
Vaccum.

BSR Sir shared a few researches done on psychology:

Albert Paulo experimented with dogs where he did classical conditioning of the SCM
by changing lunch time of the dogs and observing saliva secretion and Ringing bell
before food. This is called Mind conditioning or SCM programming.

Another experiment of a Fox and two Goats kept in seperate cages, where one Goat
that could see the Fox from it’s cage dies of fear and the other who can't see the Fox
lives without any effect on mind.



Important Announcements:
“IF YOU SUPPORT THE WORLD SELFLESSLY, THE WHOLE UNIVERSE SUPPORTS YOU
ENDLESSLY”

BSR Sir shares the Guinness Book of  World Record on 5th of September, on the
Teachers Day. Sir requests all his people to support him in the mission and share with
maximum people.

Congratulations to the10 lucky winners of the day:
Contest 1: Think Rich Gyani where 5 lucky winners will be picked up randomly get gift
hampers from Mystery Bakery



Contest 2: Share your learning or feedback from each episode of The Magic of
Thinking Rich Season 4 and share in social media (Instagram, FaceBook, Twitter,
Linkedin) and win the most powerful training on life transformation by Coach BSR the
90 days challenge Commando Training.

Tomorrow we will learn THE CORE PRINCIPLE BEHIND THE LOA



BSR Sir ends Day 10 session with the gratitude message and amazing
celebration on the new powerful song of The Magic of Thinking Rich
“Soch se Hum Taqdeer Badal Den..”

THANK YOU


